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I will discuss several sports-related election methods and ranking procedures, with emphasis placed on examples that illustrate the important and/or controversial features of each. The topics discussed will include college football and basketball polls, the Heisman Memorial Trophy, and major league baseball’s Most Valuable Player awards, each of which are awarded using the Borda count election method. In addition to briefly describing this method, I will describe some of the instances in which these elections have been concluded in controversy, including the final 1990-91 UPI college football poll, the 1956 Heisman Trophy, and the 1941 American League MVP award, each of which were likely influenced by the high manipulability of the method. Another topic discussed will be how the International Olympic Committee selects cities to host the summer and winter Olympic games. In addition to briefly describing the method used for these elections, the plurality-with-elimination method, I will in more detail describe how the specific elections in which the IOC selected Atlanta, Sydney, and Athens to host the three most recent summer Olympic games illustrate some important features of this method. (Received August 14, 2004)